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NFLA All Ireland seminar considers energy democratic deficit
The NFLA held a well

developing of renewable

ation on the Irish west

Hinkley C, better
renewable
alternatives and fair
green taxes

attended

energy

coast

NFLA Dalgety Bay
report – are Welsh
sites contaminated
like Scottish &
English MOD sites?
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UK radioactive waste
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consultation – NFLA
advocates going
back to the drawing
board with updated
policy

held

NFLA Galway
seminar highlights
democratic deficit in
energy policy
consultations
NFLA publishes
report on Dalgety
Bay contamination
and asks how many
other MOD sites are
contaminated?
NFLA All Ireland
Forum holds seminar
on Sellafield derived
wastes and the Irish
west coast
UK RADWASTE
WORKSHOP FOR
LOCAL COUNCILS

14TH NOVEMBER,
LONDON – please
attend if possible
To register email DECC:
radioactivewaste@decc.
gsi.gov.uk ASAP.
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NFLA English Forum to discuss contaminated metal recycling
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Cardiff hosts 2013 NFLA AGM and Annual Policy Seminar
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NFLA letters to
media, October 2013:
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–
an
exorbitant folly the
UK cannot afford


Hinkley – where has
the extra £2 billion
come from?
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Former PM Gordon Brown praises NFLA Dalgety Bay report
In early October the
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European dimension



Hinkley Point deal –
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Brown.





MOD under attack
for
Dalgety
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contamination
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The report, on the NFLA
website,

report,

has
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by

Mayors for Peace looks to New York and Sarajevo in 2014
The NFLA is continuing

start to develop national

planning

to cooperate with the

chapters

board

Mayors for Peace on its

world, it held a major

Sarajevo in June 2014,

NFLA SC, AGM AND
ANNUAL POLICY
SEMINAR 2013

common

Conference in France for

around the centenary of

Mediterranean Mayors.

the First World War,

Cardiff County Hall,
6th December 2013

Mayors for Peace staff

developed for a local

took part in the recent

government presence at

10am – 11.30am
NFLA UK & Ireland
Steering Committee

United Nations General

the

Assembly meeting

PrepCon in New York

11.30am – 12.30pm
2013 NFLA AGM
1.30pm – 3.30pm
Annual Policy Seminar:
 David Lowry –
nuclear security &
proliferation issues
 Rebecca Johnson –
Trident & the
political debate
 Paul Flynn MP –
Hinkley, new build
and Parliamentary
scrutiny

aim

for

a

nuclear weapons free
world.

Plans
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are

final

around

also

UN

the

being
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next May.

As Mayors for Peace

Mayors for Peace are

to

hold

meeting

a
in

and link in with other
large NGOs also in the
city

at

this

time.

Manchester is also cooperating with Sarajevo
on

major

open-air

‘Making Peace’ exhibitions in each city.

Forthcoming meetings of interest to NFLA members
ONR NGO Forum,
5th November,
London
Stakeholder event
for Councils on
MRWS radwaste
consultation, 14th
November, London.

NFLA English Forum,
22nd November,
Rotherham Town
Hall.
NFLA Steering
Committee and AGM,
6th December, County
Hall, Cardiff.

NFLA Annual Policy
seminar hosted by
Welsh Forum, 6th
December, County
Hall, Cardiff.
Dates for early 2014
meetings will be
agreed at AGM.

